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INTRODUCTION
Cardiac catheterization (coronary heart cath) is the insertion
of a catheter directly into the chamber or vessel of the heart.
This is eliminated individually for diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes. A rare example of cardiac catheterization is coronary
catheterization that involves cathetering for coronary artery
disorder and myocardial infarction. Catheterization is usually
performed in separate study areas with fluoroscopy and flexible tables. These "cath labs" are often repaired with shelves
catheters, stents, balloons, etc. they have many sizes to grow
well. Monitors display fluoroscopy imaging, Electrocardiogram
(ECG), pressure waves, and more.

DESCRIPTION
Coronary angiography is a diagnostic procedure that allows for
the detection of coronary arteries. Fluoroscopy is used to visualize the lumens of blood vessels as a guess. If those veins
show narrowing or narrowing, then there are tricks to open
those arteries. Percutaneous coronary intervention is a period
of clothing that involves the use of machine stents, balloons,
etc. so that the blood could grow and flow to the blocked (or
blocked) arteries. Catheter-filled fluid catheters can transfer
pressure off the frame to accelerate transducers. This allows
stress measurement in any part of the heart that the catheter may be directed at to measure blood flow also works in
many ways. Generally, flow is expected with the use of Fick
precept and thermodilution. These techniques are hilarious,
yet they provide aggressive cardiac output, which can be used
for scientific choices e.g., heart attack, heart failure to improve
a person's condition. Cardiac catheterization may be used as
part of a healing process. To improve the outcomes of survivors
of cardiac arrest outside the clinic. Heat catheterization often
calls for fluoroscopy to visualize the flow of catheter because
it enters the heart or because it enters the coronary arteries.
The coronary arteries are referred to as the “epicardial arter-
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ies” as they are located inside the epicardium, the outer layer
of the heart. The use of fluoroscopy requires radiopaque contrast, which in rare cases results in differentiated kidney damage (see Nephropathy caused by blurring). Humans continue
to be exposed to low levels of ionizing radiation over a period
of processes. Proper desk position between x-ray and receiver supply, as well as radiation monitoring using thermoluminescent dosimetry, are some of the most important ways to
reduce radiation exposure. People with good illnesses people
with multiple conditions at the same time have a better chance
of dangerous events at some point in the process of cardiac
catheterization [1-4].

CONCLUSION
These comorbidity conditions include aortic aneurysm, aortic
stenosis, severe coronary artery disorder, diabetes, uncontrolled high blood pressure, obesity, chronic kidney failure,
and inflammatory angina. Left Coronary Heart Catheterization
(LHC) is an indefinite period of time and a description of a particular day is required: LHC may measure pressure on the left
ventricular segment of the heart; LHC may be similar to coronary angiography. The same method is used to assess heart
mass. Blockage (or blockage) in the coronary artery, which is
often described as a percentage of obstruction. A thin, curved
cord is inserted into both the femoral artery and the radial artery.
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